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New features 

Safe mode and retry buttons 

What’s new are the Safe Mode Button and the Retry button. Both these buttons 

function very similarly, once pressed, the system would immediately shutdown and 

power on by itself. The difference is that the Safe Mode button would power up the 

system in Safe mode, while the Retry button powers up according to the settings set 

in the BIOS. Both do not clear the settings you have saved in your BIOS. When you 

finally want to give up trying to boot at a certain setting, the Safe mode does it for 

you without you having to waste time pressing the power button for 4 seconds. The 

retry button lets you retry booting at tough to boot settings. An example is getting a 

hang at post code ‘bf’ when trying to boot with tough Memory settings. A lucky boot 

will get you to boot successfully so pressing the retry button here can save you time 

in getting a post. It can also save you time at a processor hard lock whereby the reset 

button gives no response.    



 

 
This is the USB port for BIOS Flashback. Simply plug in a USB drive with the 

appropriate BIOS File renamed to R5E.CAP, give the board Standby power from the 

PSU, hold down the ROG Connect button for 4 seconds and flash back will start. This 

is also the port to hook up the ROG Connect cable to your Laptop.  

 



For overclocking in general: 

 

Internal PLL Overvoltage does nothing much on this platform so I would just leave it 

at Auto. 

SVID Control for overclocking should be disabled since you would want a manual 

control over the CPU Input Voltage AKA VCCIN, instead of letting the CPU decide for 

itself. 

DRAM SVID Control for overclocking should be disabled since you would want a 

manual control over the DRAM Voltage, instead of letting the CPU decide for itself. 

CPU Spread Spectrum for overclocking should be disabled. 

 

 

You can play around with Input Boot voltage under Extreme cooling to see if it helps 

with your cold boot bug.  

Load-line I like to set it to Level 9. 

Current Capability set at 240% would give you almost unlimited current threshold. 

Switching Frequency I like to set it to 500~800Khz. 

Power Phase Control should be set at Extreme so that all 8 phases are always on 

during all times. 

Power Duty Control set at Extreme evens out the current on each phase. 

 

 



 

You can play around with BCLK Amplitude and PCIE Clock Amplitude though I have 

not found a significant difference.  

ICC Ringback Canceller set at Enabled sometimes improves stability slightly. 

Cross-Talk Cancellation voltage is set to 1.7v by default, tuning it between 1.7v and 

~2.7v may help overclocking stability. Gen3 Preset usually is best set at Preset 3 for 

PCIE stability. 

 

 
Setting the above will give more than enough headroom for overclocking. Remember 

to set VR Fault Management at Disabled for best overclocking. When overclocking, it 

will most times be set to Disabled when left at Auto anyway. 

 

 

Max VCore and Max Cache voltage, appearing only when LN2 mode is enabled, this 

forces VCore/Cache voltage to be equal to CPU Input Voltage. I would only try them 

as a last resort if voltages above 1.9v are required.  



Even when you are not overclocking Cache much, Cache voltage helps to stabilize 

core Frequency as well, so many times it is best to over-volt and synch Cache voltage 

with Core voltage. 

 

 
CPU Input Level is often best at 300~400mv above CPU Vcore.  

The rest of the above voltages hardly help overclocking so you can just leave them 

alone. 

 

 

PLL Reference value sweetspot is -7 for overclocking. 

 

Something new is the ability to disable/enable specific cores: 

 



 

This is very useful as even a bad CPU may have a good core within. There is no 

specific tendencies as to which one, I have seen good ones all over the place, so test 

each core individually. 

 

Setting MaxMem in Windows msconfig can help stabilize runs when CPU Frequency 

is pushed, or help convert BSODs into Benchmark fallouts. You can try a 3GB setting.  

 

BCLK Overclocking: 

First off, do not confuse Base CLK with your PEG/DMI Frequency, this PEG/DMI Target 

Frequency is shown on the top of the menu. Typically, you will only have ~5% margin 

upwards and downwards of 100MHz for the PEG/DMI Frequency, which translates 

into 95~105MHz BCLK on the 100Strap, 119~131 BCLK on the 125Strap, and 159~175 

BCLK on the 167Strap. 

 

When pushing High BCLK, some CPUs require a 1.85v+ ~ 2.2+v level here to work. 

Especially when pushing both CPU Frequency & BCLK (160++) you want at least 1.75v 

or more here. 

When just focused on maxing out BCLK, you can try low CPU Input voltage like 1.65v 

and match it with 1.85v PLL Termination voltage. 

This will also affect CPU Frequency overclocking and even cold bug. Some CPUs cold 

bug later at 1.75+++v, some with really low voltage such as 0.500v here. 

 

 

 

 



Memory Overclocking: 

 

Unlike previous platforms, there is no need to overvolt the SA voltage during 

Memory overclocking, only after 3600MHz DRAM Frequency does SA needs 

over-volting. In fact, over-volting may compromise DRAM stability in many cases.  

After 3600MHz DRAM Frequency, a voltage level of 1.06v is usually more than 

enough. 

 

The best overclocking DRAM Ratios are the 2400 ratio and below most of the time. 

The Higher Ratios may not work as well. (Only the 2666 and 3200 Ratios are decent) 

Cache Frequency must be at least half of DRAM Frequency, which means at least 12x 

ratio with 2400 Ram ratio, at least 13x ratio with 2600 Ram ratio and so on. 

 

 

DRAM Voltage’s sweet spot depends on the IC and even the frequency at which you 

are running at. Most times, below 3100MHz, 1.65v to 1.85v may work for Hynix, even 

though 1.50v is more than enough unless you are using super-tight timings. Above 

3100MHz, you want to be around 1.50v range for Hynix, unless the DRAM module is 

under LN2 at which even 1.85v may help.  

For Samsung however, even above 3100MHz, 1.65v may work well and 1.85v may 

help you boot at 3600+ MHz. 

VTTDDR is best at around half of DRAM Voltage.  

VPPDDR is default at 2.50v and I have not found much help overvolting this rail. 

 

As usual we have Memory Presets for the major IC vendors, Samsung, Hynix, Micron, 

so that you can have a start point for tweaking. 



 

You can be comfortably benching at 3400MHz with either Samsung Single-Side or 

Hynix Single-Side. Samsung DDR4, like its predecessors, don’t like much cold and 

perform worse after around -10C or so. Hynix DDR4, like its predecessors, likes cold 

and performs better when cold. I have not found Hynix to cold bug yet. For Benching 

3D, I have a slight preference towards Hynix as it does a TCL clock less than Samsung 

at the same frequency. 

To determine what IC you have: 

1) Set DRAM Frequency to 1600MHz and set DRAM Voltage to 1.20v 

2) Set CAS# Latency to 9, Write to Read Delay L to 3 and DRAM Write Latency to 9 

and Save and Exit. 

3) If it boots up then you have MICRON IC DRAM, IF it fails to boot, then move onto 

step 4. 

4) Set DRAM Frequency to 1600MHz and set DRAM Voltage to 1.20v. 

5) Set REF Cycle Time to 140 and Save and Exit. 

6) If it boots up then you have HYNIX IC DRAM, IF it fails to boot, then you have 

SAMSUNG IC DRAM. 

Since you are relatively new to DDR4, load RAW MHz Profile first to see where you 

DRAM module tops out. 

 



 

 

DRAM Eventual voltage is the DRAM voltage you want after Memory Training. When 

left at Auto it will be the same as what you keyed in DRAM Voltage. A lot of times, 

you want to train with a higher voltage (to get pass Memory Training easier), and 

then lower it before you boot the OS. 

The Sense Amps will affect DRAM stability so you can play around with it a few 

notches up or down: more and stability is almost always compromised. 

DRAM CLK Period is most often best at ‘13’. 

 

Enhanced Training is almost always best at Enabled, which is Auto. 

 

 
I would disable all the warnings, errors, Memtest. Attempt Fast Boot is handy for 

skipping unnecessary retrains during warm resets. Suggest that you would enable 



this. Attempt Fast Cold Boot is useful when you run into trouble training DRAM 

when the CPU gets colder. So you can boot up warmer and set Fast Cold Boot to 

Enabled. You only want to set this to enabled once you’ve successfully booted up. 

 

DATA VREF levels are crucial both at the Memory Controller side and the DRAM side. 

However, since the sweet spot levels are different from configurations to 

configurations, it may be best to leave them at Auto for our Auto Rules to engage, 

unless you have the patience to fine tune this.   

 
 

 

CTL VREF is also crucial and usually one notch lower is helpful. 

 

 
These are the 6 crucial Equalization levels that are detrimental to DRAM Overclocking. 

A lot of times, using the same values for the 3 DQ settings is a good start off point 

and using the same values for the 3 DQS settings is a good start off point. When 



pushing High Memory Frequency, one can start off with a combi of 1.3125db on all 3 

DQ settings and 1.4187db on all 3 DQS settings. And then fine tune from there. Our 

Auto Rules are pretty spot on so you can also leave them at Auto. 

 

 

Setting DRAM Training to Ignore makes sure that ALL DRAM Modules are present at 

boot. Setting it to Enabled would automatically leave out the modules that are 

having bad margins and boot up with those that have good margins. Ignore is the 

way to go therefore, but Enabled is useful for finding out which Module is giving you 

the bad margins. 

  

 

When pushing very high Memory Clocks, if you get stuck try upping PLL Termination 

voltage to 1.75~2.0v. 

 

As start off points, you can use our overclocking profiles in our Overclocking Presets. 

Many times when pushing DRAM Frequency, you will get stuck at post code ‘bd’ or 

‘bf’ or ‘b7’. When stuck at ‘bd’ or ‘b7’, pressing reset to keep retrying will often help 

you boot up. When stuck at ‘bf’, pressing the ‘Retry button’ to keep retrying will 

often help you boot up.  

 

Sometimes a certain DRAM Frequency is just tough to boot due to clock and RTL 

combination, and going higher actually boots up fine, so try higher as well. 

 

When Pushing Single Stick of DRAM, the best slot to use would be Channel A red slot, 

the red slot most left.  

 

Stick to a maximum CAS Latency of 17 as higher may have problems booting due to 

inability for RTL to match TCL. Even though a TCL31 may work for example, it leaves 

little headroom for RTL.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Cache Frequency Overclocking: 

Other than Cache voltage, when pushing Cache Frequency, zero in on Transmitter 

CLK De-Emphasis: 

 

Higher such as 1.15~1.55db will help overclock Cache but can cause early Cold Bugs, 

so you will have to find a compromise between 3 variables: Core Freq, Cold Bug and 

CLK DE. 

 

Systematic way about this: 

SET CLK DE TO 1.00db 

Set Cache to 3G levels 

Push temperature and CPU Freq to the max, that is stable through a physx Test. 

Stay at temp and CPU Freq 

Increase Cache till it gets unstable/hard locks. 

Now you know max Core FREQ & Cache Freq with the lowest running temperature 

with default CLK DE 

Check the warmest temperature you need for stability. 

Repeat and set frequencies to where they are just stable with just enough 

temperature. 

Pull CLK DE up slowly till it hard locks under a Game Test Load. (You can do this with 

TurboVCore) 

Now you know the maximum amount of CLK DE you can use without sacrificing Core 

Freq. 

With that level of CLK DE, push Cache as far as you can. 

After this, set Core Freq down one ratio and run warmer temps. 

Push CLK DE further. 

See if you can get more Cache Freq with this increased CLK DE 

Then you will have to run benches to choose higher Cache warmer temps or Higher 

Core colder temps. 

The best compromised level of CLK DE usually lies in between 1.20~1.35db. 

Cache Freq is most effective in 3D Mark 11 PT, then Vantage CPU Test, and least 

effective in Fire Strike PT. 

Cache Freq is also most effective in CPU Bound Game Tests. 

 

BSOD 101 a lot of times means that you do not have enough CLK DE for the Cache 

Frequency you are running, either increase CLK DE or reduce Cache Freq. 



IF you are overclocking the Cache right from BIOS, set all 3 CLK to the same levels as 

you would want on the Trans CLK DE.  

 
  

 

LN2 Overclocking 

As start off points, you can use our LN2 overclocking profiles in our Overclocking 

Presets. Load a profile and save and exit when CPU temp hits about -80~-100C. 

 

Cold bug and Cold boot bug gets better at 102~107 DMI/PEG Clock, which means 

102~107BCLK/ 127~134BCLK/ 172~178BCLK. - You will be benching around -115C 

~ -125C most of the time. 

 

  

7ohm dbl is best for cold boot bug. This option appears when you manually select 

CPU Strap. 

 

CPU Input Voltage to CPU VCore Voltage delta not just helps stability but also cold 

bug. A 300~400mv delta is helpful, for example, 1.75v VCore with 2.05~2.10v Input. 

 

1.75v Vcore and 1.75v Cache voltage is quite safe and enough for benching. 

 

  

Transmitter CLK De-emphasis affects cold bug even as it helps Cache overclocking. 

Setting it to 1.00db is best for cold bug, but raise it higher if you need to push Cache 

Frequency. 

 

PLL Termination Voltage can affect CPU overclocking and cold bug. It is tough to grasp 

with different CPUs liking different levels. So I would compare Auto vs 1.75v vs 1.85v 

vs 0.50v to see which one is best for my CPU. 



A lot of times, booting up too cold (say -130C), the CPU trips out and you’re stuck at 

12x CPU Ratio in the OS. You will have to warm up and you will see the ratio come 

back to normal.  

 

You may find Game Tests and Physics Test liking different temperatures on the CPU, 

maybe -95~100C for GT, as cold as possible for PT. So while PT is loading, set Pause 

ON with OC Panel, pull CPU down to colder temps and unpause. Also, setting PLL 

Termination Voltage to 1.000v seems to help increase temperature tolerance in 

Game Tests when on the 125MHz Strap. 

 

As CPUZ takes such a long time to open up now, when grabbing screenshots under 

LN2, it is safer to pull up the Slowmode before launching multiple CPUZ tabs while 

returning the processor to a temperature much firther away from the cold bug. A lot 

of times, low frequency is more tolerant of cold than high frequency. 

 

What to expect on average: 

4.5GHz stability under ambient Cooling with 1.25~1.30v. 

5.4GHz Physics Testable at -120C with 1.75v. 

3400MHz DRAM Frequency on air with stability with 4GB modules. 

3800MHz DRAM Frequency for validation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



TIPS: 

- Trust our Auto Rules and try with Auto before all else. 

- Use our overclocking Presets as a start off point. 

- Focus on Transmitter/Receiver DQ/DQS emphasizes for DRAM overclocking, on 

top of DRAM Voltage. 

- The Safe mode button saves you time and triggers a shutdown and bootup in 

Safe mode when you give up trying to boot at certain settings. 

- You will be benching around -115C ~ -125C most of the time. 

- CPUZ opens up pretty slowly, so use realtemp to check the actual cpu frequency 

- When a heavy load such as PhysX/CPU test comes and the system shuts down 

and powers up by itself, this is due to the OCP on the PSU being triggered with a 

high transient load. You will need to change out a PSU or lower the load line so 

that CPU input voltage droops when the load comes. 

- Sometimes a certain DRAM Frequency is just tough to boot due to clock and RTL 

combination, and going higher actually boots up fine, so try higher as well. 

- When Pushing Single Stick of DRAM, the best slot to use would be Channel A red 

slot, the red slot most left. 

- When just focused on maxing out BCLK, you can try low CPU Input voltage like 

1.65v and match it with 1.85v PLL Termination voltage. 

- You may find Game Tests and Physics Test liking different temperatures on the 

CPU, maybe -95~100C for GT, as cold as possible for PT. So while PT is loading, set 

Pause ON with OC Panel, pull CPU down to colder temps and unpause. 

- The best overclocking DRAM Ratios are the 2400 ratio and below most of the 

time. The Higher Ratios may not work as well. 

- For Win XP, Disable Speedstep in the BIOS to get the Turbo Ratios to work. 

- Setting MaxMem in Windows msconfig can help stabilize runs when CPU 

Frequency is pushed, or help convert BSODs into Benchmark fallouts. You can try 

a 3GB setting. 

- As CPUZ takes such a long time to open up now, when grabbing screenshots 

under LN2, it is safer to pull up the Slowmode before launching multiple CPUZ 

tabs while returning the processor to a temperature much further away from the 

cold bug. A lot of times, low frequency is more tolerant of cold than high 

frequency. 

 

 

 

 



 

Known Bugs: 

Sometimes at cold boot, you may get stuck at post code ‘33’, ‘60’ or ‘4F’. Just turn off 

AC of the PSU, let standby power drain and retry. 

At Cleared CMOS, sometimes a change in BCLK right away will trigger an OC Failure 

so just go in another time and save and exit again. 

  

OC Panel: 

V1 is CPU Input Voltage, V2 is DRAM AB Voltage, VCore is CPU VCore, DRAM is DRAM 

CD Voltage, Ratio 1 is CPU Ratio, Ratio 2 is Cache Ratio. 

 

S/W: 

You need ROG Connect PLUS for OS overclocking via BCLK/Ratio with the OC Panel 

(Make sure ASBCLK is running in background) 

IF TurboVCore doesn’t open up for you, run TurboV_Core_1.00.30\IccCom\ 

SetupICCS.exe 

For Win XP, Disable Speedstep in the BIOS to get the Turbo Ratios to work. 

  



Common POST codes during overclocking 

Code (in order of appearance) Description 

00 CPU Initialization. Possible reasons 

include CPU not properly seated in 

socket, BCLK/PEG/DMI out of range or 

CPU cold bug 

b7 Initial stage memory training (try soft 

reset) 

bd Main memory training loop (try soft 

reset) 

bf Memory instability error (try OC Retry 

button) 

c8 Applying CPU Cache Ratio 

b2 Initializing VGA 

d6 No VGA found 

b4 Detecting USB devices 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



OC Results: 

First off, CPUZ is not good at detecting all DIMMs being booted up, if you have 

DIMMs drop out, it will still say like ‘Quad Channel’, even though only 2 sticks get 

detected like below: 

 
DRAM has dropped out to 2 sticks but CPUZ still says 4 sticks above 

So the following results are all based on DRAM not dropping out: 



 

3522MHz with 4x4GB Hynix DRAM @ 1.50v 

 



 
3670MHz with 4x4GB Samsung DRAM @ 1.65v 

  



 

3665MHz with 8x4GB Samsung DRAM @ 1.65v 

 



 

3984MHz with 1x4GB Samsung DRAM on air @ 1.80v (1.85v Initial) on Channel A @ 

181MHz BCLK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4004MHz with GSkill Hynix on LN2 @ 1.50v on Channel A @ 181MHz BCLK 

 



 

6226MHz 8C/16T with 1.75v 

 

 

 



 

6438MHz 1C/1T with 1.75v  

 

 
5.85GHz with 3100+ TCL12 Memory gives a good Physx score of 28286 in FX. 

 



 

Over 28K 3D11 Physics at 5.7G. 

 

 
3D Mark Vantage CPU Test is tougher to run. 5.8GHz with 3100 TCL12 Memory gives 

a good CPU score of 82844. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Cinebench @ 5.8G 

 



 
WPrime @ 5.8 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Let’s take a look at some Hyper-Pi Stability: 

 

 

8x8GB Hynix 64GB @ 3000MHz @ 1.50v 

 



 

4x8GB Hynix 32GB @ 3200+MHz @ 1.48v 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4x4GB Samsung 16GB @ 3340MHz @ 1.65v 

 



 

8x4GB Samsung 32GB @ 3200MHz @ 1.65v 

 



 
8x4GB Corsair Hynix 32GB @ 3200+MHz @ 1.45v 

 

 



 

4x4GB Hynix 16GB @ 3320MHz @ 1.48v 

 


